
High Down Schools 2020 – 21 Remote Learning Planning 
 

What did we learn from lockdown in the Spring/ Summer terms 2020? 
 
Although we, at first, felt distanced from our pupils, by using technology teachers quickly developed our school offer to 
include:  
 
Pastoral Support 

 Individual pastoral check-ins with vulnerable pupils 

 Group and whole class pastoral opportunities for all pupils 

 Phone calls to families and children 

 Individual access to our Learning Mentor for families 

 Linked our SEND families to support from the SEN service 

 Email access to class teachers  
 
Academic Support 

 Lessons through Oak National Academy 

 Links to phonics videos 

 Daily timetable of lessons to access and daily opportunities to interact with teachers 

 Morning welcome/ registration to share the day’s work and address any potential misconceptions before children 
complete daily lessons 

 Opportunities for individual reading for younger pupils 

 Encouraging children to send English and Maths work to the year group email  

 Email access to class teachers 
 
This offer evolved over the lockdown and represented a growing understanding of the technology available to us whilst 
acknowledging that teaching remotely will not be the same as teaching in the classroom.  

 

What are we aiming to achieve through our remote teaching?  
 
As we move in the new academic year, we need to ensure that our remote learning offer is:  
 
Easy to access 

 Children have access to Teams and appropriate hardware to access online learning 

 Staff have appropriate training and confidence to deliver remotely 

 Parents can access training through online workshops so that they can support their children’s remote learning 
 
Seamless curriculum between remote and school based learning 

 Our curriculum continues in the event of individual, class or whole school closures 

 Links to a timetable that is following the same objectives being covered at school so that when children return to 
school they will be familiar with the lesson content being covered  

 If a class locks down we can ensure that all teaching sequences have high quality teacher input and explanations 
and opportunities for children to apply learning.   

 Opportunities for additional support and teacher/LSA input (during whole class lockdowns).  

 Regular opportunities for assessment to enable both teachers and children to have a clear understanding of their 
current learning and feedback is given in order to reduce misconceptions and difficulties. 

 
 

What are the tools available to us for achieving this?   
 
We have rapidly developed our understanding and use of Teams to deliver teaching and pastoral support for our pupils 
and their families. All children have Microsoft accounts and access to online reading schemes. Families are supported to 
access these.  To enable families and children to become familiar and maintain their use of Teams, whilst school is open, 
we will use it for the following:  



 

 Individual reading books will be given to each child through Bug Club (if appropriate) with accompanying tasks to 
complete 

 Teachers can review pupil’s engagement on Bugclub  

 Home learning tasks (phonics lessons, TTRS etc) will be put on Teams and work accepted back via assignments – 
including the use of quizzes.  

 Parent/Carers’ evenings will be completed via Teams.  
 
We need to ensure that, in the event of a partial or full school closure, children have access to IT equipment to access 
daily lessons. Please contact the school if you are unable to access Teams on any devices. 
 
Staff who taught remotely in the Spring/ Summer terms are skilled and confident in its use. We now need to ensure that 
all staff – particularly those who taught in school in the summer term – now have additional training to support their 
delivery.  

 
 

How will our remote learning be structured? 

We understand that when parent/carers are working from home it can be difficult to complete all the work noted in the 

LSP termly plan. We need to provide you with the information for a full curriculum, as if the children were at school, 

however we do understand that spending a full school day on tasks might be difficult or even impossible. Please try to 

focus on the English and Maths tasks if time is limited. We are also aware of the difficulties for siblings sharing 

equipment and will be recording sessions to enable children to access work at other times if they cannot access any of 

our live sessions. 

 

Children who are isolating for less than 5 days (waiting for a test result) 

 Your child may be unwell and although we will provide home learning for your child we will not expect it to be 

completed until they recover. However your child may not feel unwell, so we need to ensure they have 

sufficient learning opportunities. 

 We will email a copy of the LSP termly plan and resources for you to complete with your child (if possible) 

 Please send any completed work to the class teacher via the school office email office@highdownschools.org  

 Learning mentors may provide telephone contact for vulnerable children depending on the time your child is 

absent 

 

In the event a child is absent for 10 days with Covid symptoms/positive test for Covid 

 Your child may be unwell and although we will provide home learning for your child we will not expect it to be 

completed until they recover. However your child may not feel unwell, so we need to ensure they have 

sufficient learning opportunities. 

 We will email a copy of the LSP termly plan and resources for you to complete with your child (if possible) 

 We will not set specific assignments until your child is sufficiently well enough to complete the task. Once they 

are well, we will set specific assignments via Teams for your child to complete. Please support your child to 

complete work and submit finished tasks via Assignments on Teams. 

 If your child has 1:1 LSA support (and they are now well) we will provide Teams support with their 1:1 LSA (daily 

welcome, reading, followed by 1:1 support for tasks set). Please note that for 1:1 sessions a parent/carer needs 

to be present. 

 Learning mentors will provide telephone contact for any vulnerable children 
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In the event that a child is absent for 14 days having to self-isolate due to a family member having Covid  

 Your child needs a smooth transition to off-site learning 

 We will email a copy of the LSP termly plan and resources for you to complete with your child  

 We will set specific assignments via Teams for your child to complete. Please support your child to complete 

work and submit finished tasks via Assignments on Teams. 

 If your child has 1:1 LSA support (and they are now well) we will provide Teams support with their 1:1 LSA (daily 

welcome, reading, followed by 1:1 support for tasks set) Please note that for 1:1 sessions a parent/carer needs 

to be present. 

 Learning mentors will provide telephone contact for any vulnerable children 

 The class LSA will provide support for 1:1 reading via Teams (once per week). Please note that for 1:1 sessions a 

parent/carer needs to be present. 

 

If a class/year group/school is locked down because a child or member of staff is ill with Covid 

 Some children may be unwell but others will be well so there is an expectation that the majority will access the 

virtual learning on offer 

 We will provide the LSP termly plan and resources for you to complete with your child (Oak materials, White 

Rose, phonics lessons etc) 

 We will set daily assignments for Maths and English via Teams for your child to complete and will provide 

feedback on that work via Teams. Mostly this will be just a positive remark to show they have completed the 

task effectively. We will provide oral feedback during the whole class welcome where we have noted that many 

children have struggled with a concept. We will also provide more tailored feedback during our group work or 

pre teach sessions led by the class teacher. Please support your child to complete work and submit finished 

tasks via Assignments on Teams. 

 The class teacher will provide a daily welcomes to explain the tasks for the day and the assignments to complete 

in Maths and English. Teachers will also offer a daily pre teach session for all children but will also invite specific 

children if they have struggled with the previous days task.  

 Over the week all children will be invited to one Maths and one English additional group activity with their 

teacher.  

 We will complete a weekly live story session with the children 

 FS and Y1 teachers will provide a phonic input during the daily pre-teach session and within the English group 

work. The LSA will also provide additional phonic inputs. 

 The class LSA will complete 1:1 reading and will provide sessions for small group activities across the week. 

Please note that for 1:1 sessions a parent/carer needs to be present. 

 If your child has 1:1 LSA support we will provide Teams support with their 1:1 LSA (daily welcome, reading, 

followed by 1:1 support for tasks set). Please note that for 1:1 sessions a parent/carer needs to be present. 

 Learning mentors will provide telephone contact for any vulnerable children. 

 If the class teacher is unwell then the sessions will be covered by the Deputy Head or class LSA but the number 

of sessions may need to be reduced. 

  

 


